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Documentation

About this presentation

This session is an update to how Config Split works.

Basic introduction from Drupalcon Vienna 2017 is 
still valid, but there is a lot of new things to explore.

● How config to split is selected
● How config is split
● Improved concepts for workflows
● Improved UI

 Roadmap to core inclusion of some features.



What is Config Split?
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What is new in 2.x



Split modules as if they had been uninstalled
Split config as if it had been deleted

dependent split



Partial split: only what is different in the sync directory.
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untracked partial split



In the database in addition to settings.php
The status is normal configuration like before.

Status override is saved in the database and will not 
be exported when exporting config.

Status override is just a normal config override but 
with a UI in the same form as the normal split 
config.

The config override from settings.php override any 
other config override including this.

drush config-split:status-override

Status override with state



Split activation and deactivation

In 1.x this means: export configuration, change override in settings.php, import configuration

in 2.x this is one step: drush config-split:activate and drush config-split:deactivate

It also has a UI heavily inspired by the config import UI of drupal core.

Is related but distinct from importing and exporting an individual split.



UI for operations import, export, activate, deactivate



inside of sync directory and zip file

Split as a collection

Example adding menu_ui to demo split.

$ drush config-export
 [notice] Differences of the active config to the export 
directory:
+------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+
| Collection | Config                              | Operation |
+------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+
|            | core.extension                      | Update    |
|            | node.type.recipe                    | Update    |
|            | config_split.config_split.demo      | Update    |
|            | menu_ui.settings                    | Delete    |
| split.demo | config_split.patch.node.type.recipe | Create    |
| split.demo | menu_ui.settings                    | Create    |
+------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+

The standard drush config-export includes the split 
in the preview.

The split is included in the zip archive from the 
config export UI of drupal core.

Config of inactive splits are still in the active config, 
just in a collection.

Experimental: this should theoretically work and 
does for the limited examples I tried.



New splits are immediately available

During the config import config split considers all splits currently existing and new 
ones in the sync directory.

Config which is moved to a new active split will not be deleted.
You don’t have to single import the split first. A single config import should suffice.



Splits are more independent of each other

Using core services means the split is using the active config instead of the config altered by other splits.

This means it is possible to have two splits that säplit the same module at the same time.

The weights still matter.

Weights can be adjusted in relation to other modules using the config transformation API in settings.php



CMI 2



[#3033427]
Adding things to core is not easy.

Config Split solves the problem but is also used for 
many other use cases.

Config Split 2.x has new features which serve as a 
proof of concept for the new core module.

Big plan



Mimic config_environment with config_split

● Only one split active at a time

● Use the collection as split storage

● Do not use the partial split feature



It would have been too easy...

Difficulties!
config arrays are not sortable



thank you for reporting bugs and contributing patches/MRs

maybe more?
Config Split 2.x will find out



Roadmap

● Use Config Split 2.x in many different projects

● Identify and fix bugs in Config Split 2.x

● Assess what is a hack/workaround for core issues

● Create new simplified contrib module

● Include it in core

● celebrate
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Thank you!



Join us for
contribution opportunities

4-7 October, 2021
Online on https://drupalcontributions.opensocial.site/ 

Mentored 
Contribution

First Time
Contributor Workshop

General
Contribution

#DrupalContributions

4th of October: 9:00 - 12:00
5th of October: 14:00 - 17:00
6th of October: 9:00 - 12:00
7th of October: 14:00 - 17:00 

5th of October: 14:00 - 17:007th of October: 14:00 - 17:00  

https://drupalcontributions.opensocial.site/


What did you think?

Have a look at the session description below 
and take the survey for each session:

https://events.drupal.org/europe2021/schedule/all


